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Kia ora koutou, 
 
Kelburn Normal School’s Operations Plan under Alert Level 2 Monday 29 February 2021 
 
Last night the Prime Minister announced that our region will move into Alert Level 2 at 6.00am Sunday for 7 days. 
Under Alert Level 2 schools can remain open but safe and sensible practices for hygiene and contact tracing will be 
part of normal practice.  
 
All students and staff will be able to attend school, so long as they remain well.  
 
This operations plan has been developed to give clarity into ‘school life at Level 2’. We urge you to read all of it. This 
document sits under our overarching Covid Plan for Kelburn Normal School. Planning in greater detail enables 
everyone to have a greater awareness of the issues at hand and helps to protect the health and wellbeing of 
everyone in our school community.  
 
The key controls for schools and all workplaces are: 

● Ensure people with COVID-19 symptoms or feel generally unwell stay away from school 

○ Staff observe students on arrival to school checking for wellness 

● Maintain physical distancing as best you can (in schools this means children, young people, and staff 

maintain a physical distance so that they are not breathing on or touching each other) 

● Good cleaning and sanitising processes 

● Enable good hygiene practices 

○ Wash and dry your hands 

○ Cough into elbow 

● Keep track of people that enter your school - anyone entering the grounds must scan QR code. 

We are supplying parents with this full plan, which is attached, however, there are particular key points we wish to 
draw your attention to:  

● Please ensure your child has a packed lunch and drink every day, as drinking fountains will be off.  
● Our school timetable will remain the same for all students. We will review this over the coming days.  
● Under Alert Level 2 parents and caregivers will be discouraged from coming on site unless absolutely 

necessary.  We encourage a 3 step move at the gate: Hug, wave, and go. 
● Parents are asked to “drop off and pick up” at the Kowhai Road gate or at the designated area inside the 

Boundary Road gate (area up to the turf). After pick up, whānau are expected to leave the property asap. 
● Physical distancing of 2 metres between people is recommended for parents and caregivers, (to align with 

public health measures outside the school grounds). Pick up and drop off procedures need to be adhered to. 
● Kelly Club Care is continuing and pickup is via the side entrance to school hall. 

We know this is a lot of information but we feel it’s necessary to keep you as informed as possible at this time.  
 
Kia kaha, be kind and stay well, 
 
Andrew Bird  
Principal / Tumuaki 



 
Kelburn Normal School Procedure Plan for Alert Level 2. What will School look like at Alert Level 2?  

 

These procedures have been developed with the safety of staff and students in mind.  

 

We will continue to:- 

● Follow the guidelines set out in the Worksafe Level 2 plan and 

● Manage all of the areas identified below  

We have chosen to control the controllable rather than return to all areas of normal school. Please make 

sure you understand these procedures :- 

● While I know many of you will be anxious at this time, we will ensure that school is the safest 

possible place for your children to be outside of your family bubbles. At all times we will be following 

the most up to date advice from the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health. 
 

 

Key Controls The key controls for schools and all workplaces are: 

● Ensure people with COVID-19 symptoms or feel generally unwell stay away from 

school 

○ Staff observe students on arrival to school checking for wellness 

● Maintain physical distancing as best you can (in schools this means children, young 

people, and staff maintain a physical distance so that they are not breathing on or 

touching each other) 

● Good cleaning and sanitising processes 

● Enable good hygiene practices 

○ Wash and dry your hands 

○ Cough into elbow 

○ Don’t touch your face 

● Keep track of people that enter your school 

At Pick up and 

Drop Off 

Under Alert Level 2 parents and caregivers will be discouraged from coming on site unless 
absolutely necessary.  It’s a 3 step move: Hug, wave, and go. 
Parents are asked to “drop off and pick up” at the Kowhai Road gate or at the designated area inside 
the Boundary Road gate. After pick up, whānau are expected to leave the property asap. 
Physical distancing of 2 metres between people is recommended for parents and caregivers, (to 
align with public health measures outside the school grounds). Pick up and drop off procedures 
need to be adhered to.  

Kelly Club pickup is via the side entrance to school hall. 

Where possible there should be one person designated for pick up and drop off.  
 
Please be respectful of this as it presents a risk of Covid-19 entering the school grounds.  
 
Students will not be allowed to enter the buildings before 8:30am.  
 
If you do wish or need to come on-site please sign in at the office. This is required by the Health 
Ministry for possible contact tracing. 

Managing 

Attendance 

Any children and staff will stay home if they are sick, or will be sent home immediately if they show 
any symptoms. 
 
In schools, our contact tracing for students is a combination of timetables, attendance register and 
visitor register. All adults entering the grounds (Kowhai St gate and beyond Boundary Rd ‘line’) must 
sign in at the office via Vistab. This provides good information to health authorities if they need to 



contact people that might be considered a close contact of a confirmed case, and determine 
whether they will need to self-isolate. 
 
This includes recording who the adults on-site are in close contact with as well as recording any 
visitors to the site, including parents and caregivers., including contact tracing processes.  
 
Kelly Club and Hall users are able to use the hall, as long as they follow Public Health 
recommended procedures 

Classrooms Under Alert Level 2 hand sanitiser will be provided in every learning space. Hand sanitiser stations 

will be set up at the designated entry and exit points of each space and students and staff will use 

this hand sanitiser as they enter the buildings each time. Students will wash their hands before 

leaving the learning spaces. 

Classroom temperatures will be kept to at least 18 degrees which is a comfortable temperature,               
below that there is increased risk – from a cold household, workplace or school.  

Additional disinfectant/cloth will be available in classrooms for children and teachers to sanitise 

spaces throughout the school day as required.  

Staffing Class  There is no bubble concept at Alert Level 2 so there are no restrictions on groups of students mixing 
with others on site.  

Physical Distancing – Physical distancing is a good precaution to prevent the spread of disease.  
 
Children, young people and staff should be far enough away from each other so that they are not 
breathing on or touching each other, coupled with good hygiene practices and regular cleaning of 
commonly touched surfaces.  
 
There does not need to be a specific measurement but where practicable 1 metre should be used as 
a guide, particularly between adults. 

Staff General Staff can share common space with another staff member (eg, staffroom or office) but it is 
recommended that where practicable a 1 metre distance is used.  

Soap and sanitiser will be provided in the staffroom. Disinfectant/wipes available to be used on 

shared keypads (e.g. photocopier and alarm).  

Cleaning and 

Hygiene 

The toilet areas will be thoroughly sanitised daily and hall toilets and learning space toilets cleaned 

at lunchtime.  

 

Doors will be hooked back to reduce opening and closing and additional handling. Students and staff 

will use hand sanitiser when opening and closing all doors.  

 

Cleaners will complete the daily clean in line with the Ministry of Health guidelines. 

 

In an Alert Level 2 we will continue to model good hygiene practices (coughing into your elbow, 
handwashing and drying) and regular cleaning of commonly touched surfaces. 

In the playground Sports and playgrounds – school playgrounds, sports equipment use and activities are open. 
Contact sports can resume.  This relies on being able to contact trace who is on-site during school 
hours and at school team training and competitions.  Any inter-school events that recommence will 
need to have a contact tracing register in place to record those playing for and against teams. 
 
Physical education classes and break time activities can include access to sports equipment 
including playgrounds but hygiene practice should be observed before and after playing with 
equipment. Each class will have their own equipment. 
 
Drinking fountains will be turned off. Students will need a named drink bottle at school.  



 

 

Students can continue to bring their own scooters and bikes. 

Activities Choirs, kapa haka and ensembles involve heavy breathing and so these will pause.  

Drama practices in the hall will be able to go ahead (note the physical distancing recommendation                
of 1 metre distance where practicable, for singing and wind instruments). Performances where             
visitors are attending, including parents and caregivers, will need to align with public health              
requirements for gatherings. 

● All private music lessons can continue and music teachers will be advised that, along with               
hygienic measures, 1 metre distancing is required.  

● All performing ensembles above 20 children are paused. When restarted they will be held in               
the hall apart from the tui choir, where appropriate distancing measures can be             
implemented.  Tui can use the nui in Tupu. 

● Children will not share instruments and shared tools like beaters will be wiped down              
afterwards. 

● Band practices in the Handel Room will observe 1 metre distancing and microphones,             
drumsticks etc. will be cleaned.  

● Music assemblies and events will be limited to audiences of half the school with no outside                
audience. 

School Office Signage will be placed to advise about the requirements. 

Parents/caregivers and adults who come on-site need to sign QR code or be noted in the visitor                 
register (Vistab).  

Shared supplies and equipment are able to be used if staff are undertaking regular hand washing                
and staying away if sick. 

Volunteers can be used at Alert Level 2 in class as long as they are meeting all the public health                    
requirements and are recorded in your timetable and visitor register (make sure you have up to                
date contact information for them – see contact register information below).  

Movement In and 

Out of School 

Trips out of school  

Along with our usual risk management approach, you will need to consider: 

● Is the excursion necessary at this time? 
● Whether the excursion presents risks to the wellness of our students and staff 
● The ability of students and staff to be protected against Covid-19 at venue visiting.  

 

Maia will be attending Y7-8 Tech at Newlands Intermediate as we do not mix with Newlands 

children, and Newlands staff are following the same protocols as Kelburn staff.  

 

Kelly Club After School Care can operate at Level 2. 

 


